Present: Christin Vega, James Shollenberger, Paul Johnson, Barbara Finnegan, Tom Finnegan, Doug Harley, Patricia Walters

The meeting began at 2:05pm. We looked at and discussed the SACs time line for QEP. We then discussed QEP titles, but didn’t vote on one.

Marketing needs to know the title for QEP and a logo so they can decide on various way to market our QEP. We looked at some promotional catalogs.

James Schollenberger discussed possible candidates for QEP evaluators. He has narrowed his choices down to two possible candidates: Edwin Dickey from USC and MJ Flenner from LSU. Patricia Walter mentioned that we should also have a community college person in the mix.

Patricia Walter mentioned that the college wants to hire a consultant, although she is not sure when the college will want to hire this person. So far, one person is being considered for the position: George.

QEP Institute Information – Mark Taylor may come to convocation or make a special presentation to the college.

Summer Academy Data was sorted into categories by two separate groups.

Next meeting we will try to decide on which strategies to incorporate for QEP.

Next meeting will be Friday, September 4th at 1pm.
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